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QUESTION 1

You run accounting software in the AWS cloud. This software needs to be online continuously during the day every day
of the week, and has a very static requirement for compute resources. You also have other, unrelated batch jobs that 

need to run once per day at any time of your choosing. 

How should you minimize cost? 

A. Purchase a Heavy Utilization Reserved Instance to run the accounting software. Turn it off after hours. Run the batch
jobs with the same instance class, so the Reserved Instance credits are also applied to the batch jobs. 

B. Purchase a Medium Utilization Reserved Instance to run the accounting software. Turn it off after hours. Run the
batch jobs with the same instance class, so the Reserved Instance credits are also applied to the batch jobs. 

C. Purchase a Light Utilization Reserved Instance to run the accounting software. Turn it off after hours. Run the batch
jobs with the same instance class, so the Reserved Instance credits are also applied to the batch jobs. 

D. Purchase a Full Utilization Reserved Instance to run the accounting software. Turn it off after hours. Run the batch
jobs with the same instance class, so the Reserved Instance credits are also applied to the batch jobs. 

Correct Answer: A 

Because the instance will always be online during the day, in a predictable manner, and there are a sequence of batch
jobs to perform at any time, we should run the batch jobs when the account software is off. We can achieve Heavy
Utilization by alternating these times, so we should purchase the reservation as such, as this represents the lowest cost.
There is no such thing a "Full" level utilization purchases on EC2. Reference: https://d0.awsstatic.com/whitepapers/
Cost_Optimization_with_AWS.pdf 

 

QUESTION 2

You are administering a continuous integration application that polls version control for changes and then launches new
Amazon EC2 instances for a full suite of build tests. What should you do to ensure the lowest overall cost while being
able to run as many tests in parallel as possible? 

A. Perform syntax checking on the continuous integration system before launching a new Amazon EC2 instance for
build test, unit and integration tests. 

B. Perform syntax and build tests on the continuous integration system before launching the new Amazon EC2 instance
unit and integration tests. 

C. Perform all tests on the continuous integration system, using AWS OpsWorks for unit, integration, and build tests. 

D. Perform syntax checking on the continuous integration system before launching a new AWS Data Pipeline for
coordinating the output of unit, integration, and build tests. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

Your team wants to begin practicing continuous delivery using CloudFormation, to enable automated builds and deploys
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of whole, versioned stacks or stack layers. You have a 3-tier, mission-critical system. Which of the following is NOT a
best practice for using CloudFormation in a continuous delivery environment? 

A. Use the AWS CloudFormation ValidateTemplate call before publishing changes to AWS. 

B. Model your stack in one template, so you can leverage CloudFormation\\'s state management and dependency
resolution to propagate all changes. 

C. Use CloudFormation to create brand new infrastructure for all stateless resources on each push, and run integration
tests on that set of infrastructure. 

D. Parametrize the template and use Mappings to ensure your template works in multiple Regions. 

Correct Answer: B 

Putting all resources in one stack is a bad idea, since different tiers have different life cycles and frequencies of change.
For additional guidance about organizing your stacks, you can use two common frameworks: a multi-layered
architecture and service-oriented architecture (SOA). 

Reference: http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSCloudFormation/latest/UserGuide/ bestpractices.html#organizingstacks 

 

QUESTION 4

The Development team has grown substantially in recent months and so has the number of projects that use separate
code repositories. The current process involves configuring AWS CodePipeline manually. There have been service limit
alerts regarding the number of Amazon S3 buckets that exist. 

Which pipeline option will reduce S3 bucket sprawl alerts? 

A. Combine the multiple separate code repositories into a single one, and deploy using an AWS CodePipeline that has
logic for each project. 

B. Create new pipelines by using the AWS API or AWS CLI, and configure them to use a single S3 bucket with separate
prefixes for each project. 

C. Create a new pipeline in a different region for each project to bypass the service limits for S3 buckets in a single
region. 

D. Create a new pipeline and S3 bucket for each project by using the AWS API or AWS CLI to bypass the service limits
for S3 buckets in a single account. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

You have an application running on multiple Amazon EC2 instances within an Auto Scaling group. You notice that
instances are being re-spawned as their health checks are failing in Amazon EC2. However, before you have a chance
to diagnose the issue, the affected instances are being terminated by the Auto Scaling service. You receive notifications
of health checks failing and investigate within 20 minutes. However, this is not enough time to troubleshoot the issue.
What should you change that will enable you to troubleshoot the instance before it is terminated by the Auto Scaling
service, while keeping costs minimal? 

A. Install the Amazon CloudWatch Logs Agent on the instance and configure application and system logs to be sent to
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the CloudWatch Logs service. 

B. Configure an Amazon SNS topic and associate it with your Auto Scaling group\\'s CloudWatch alarms. Configure an
Amazon SQS queue as a subscriber of this topic, and then create a fleet of Amazon EC2 workers that poll this queue
and instruct the Amazon EC2 Auto Scaling API to remove the instance from the Auto Scaling group when an alarm is
triggered. 

C. Create an Auto Scaling Group lifecycle hook to hold the instance in a terminating:wait state until you have completed
any troubleshooting. When you have completed troubleshooting, wait for the terminating state to expire, or notify to
Scaling to complete the lifecycle hook and terminate the Instance. 

D. Change the "DeleteOnTermination" flag to false in the Auto Scaling group configuration to ensure that instances are
not deleted in the future. 

Correct Answer: C 
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